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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 
 

3-D Numerical Simulation and Analysis of 

Complex Fiber Geometry RaFC Materials with 

High Volume Fraction and High Aspect Ratio 

based on ABAQUS PYTHON 

 

by BoCheng Jin 

Thesis Director: Professor Assimina A. Pelegri 

 

 

Organic and inorganic fiber reinforced composites with innumerable fiber orientation 

distributions and fiber geometries are abundantly available in several natural and 

synthetic structures. Inorganic glass fiber composites have been introduced to 

numerous applications due to their economical fabrication and tailored structural 

properties. Numerical characterization of such composite material systems is 

necessitated due to their intrinsic statistical nature, which renders extensive 

experimentation prohibitively time consuming and costly. To predict various 

mechanical behavior and characterizations of Uni-Directional Fiber Composites 

(UDFC) and Random Fiber Composites (RaFC), we numerically developed 

Representative Volume Elements (RVE) with high accuracy and efficiency and with 
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complex fiber geometric representations encountered in uni-directional and random 

fiber networks. 

In this thesis, the numerical simulations of unidirectional RaFC fiber strand RVE 

models (VF>70%) are first presented by programming in ABAQUS PYTHON. 

Secondly, when the cross sectional aspect ratios (AR) of the second phase fiber 

inclusions are not necessarily one, various types of RVE models with different cross 

sectional shape fibers are simulated and discussed. A modified random sequential 

absorption algorithm is applied to enhance the volume fraction number (VF) of the 

RVE, which the mechanical properties represents the composite material. Thirdly, 

based on a Spatial Segment Shortest Distance (SSSD) algorithm, a 3-Dimentional 

RaFC material RVE model is simulated in ABAQUS PYTHON with randomly 

oriented and distributed straight fibers of high fiber aspect ratio (AR=100:1) and 

volume fraction (VF=31.8%). Fourthly, the piecewise multi-segments fiber geometry 

is obtained in MATLAB environment by a modified SSSD algorithm. Finally, 

numerical methods including the polynomial curve fitting and piecewise quadratic 

and cubic B-spline interpolation are applied to optimize the RaFC fiber geometries. 

Based on the multi-segments fiber geometries and aforementioned techniques, smooth 

curved fiber geometries depicted by cubic B-spline polynomial interpolation are 

obtained and different types of RaFC RVEs with high fiber filament aspect ratio 

(AR>3000:1) and high RVE volume fraction (VF>40.29%) are simulated by 

ABAQUS scripting language PYTHON programming. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

In view of the increasing demand in aerospace and automotive industries for cheaper 

materials with lower density and superior strength to weight and modulus to weight 

ratios, fiber reinforced composites (FRC) have been introduced to numerous 

applications due to their supreme strength and stiffness properties along with their 

lightweight characteristics [1-5]. However the cost of traditional FRC materials is still 

considerable. Random chopped fiber reinforced composites (RaFC) have become a 

promising alternative for their low cost; light weight structure, and efficient 

production capability [5]. To obtain RaFC materials with better mechanical and 

physical behaviors, the traditional experimental methods have been explored but yet 

to be extremely resource and time consuming. In the last four decades the finite 

element methods (FEM) have successfully become a prevalent computational 

analyzing technique of designing RaFC materials with optimized physical properties 

[6]. In order to apply FEM and accurately predict different types of RaFC materials’ 

various behavior and characterizations, such as 2D and 3D static and dynamic stress, 

deformation analysis, fatigue strength and stability, joint design and laminate sizing, 

impact and crashworthiness, fracture toughness and delamination problems [7, 8], it is 

vital to numerically establish accurate RaFC material simulation models and obtain 

their effective characterizations. The main difficulty in this step lies in modeling true 
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RaFC fiber geometries at high fiber filament aspect ratio (AR>20:1) and high fiber 

volume fraction number (VF>20%). In this thesis, various FRC models with true 

smooth curved fiber geometries and high AR (AR>3000:1 for RaFC), high VF 

(VF>70% for Uni-Directional UDFC, VF>40.29% for Random Directional RaFC) 

will be presented. 

The RaFC materials consist of high strength fibers embedded in or bonded to a matrix 

with distinct interfaces or boundaries in between. This combination gives superior 

performance compared to the properties of the individual components. The principal 

load-transferring medium matrix material is thermosetting epoxy resin polymer, metal, 

or ceramic [6], which keeps the fibers in the desired location and orientation while 

protecting them from environmental damages. The principal load-carrying RaFC 

fibers in commercial and industrial use are various types of glass and carbon fibers in 

the form of either continuous long fibers at the approximate length of 50mm, or 

discontinuous short fibers at length ranges from 0.5mm to 6mm [6, 9]. Fibers lengths 

are controlled by cutting or chopping either during or after production and are 

therefore independent of the forming processes [10].  

Fiber diameters, however, various a wide range due to different manufacturing 

processes and has important effects on overall material behaviors thus need to be 

taken into consideration for measurement and testing. E. Cendre et al. [11] used high 

resolution x-ray synchrotron micro-tomography to measure two samples of 

unidirectional glass-fiber composite material with VF of 55% and reported 3D 
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computerized tomography (CT) images, which demonstrated the irregular fiber 

distribution and the varying glass fiber diameters range from 0.0102mm to 0.0234mm 

at an average diameter of 0.0156mm. The commercial and industrial use carbon fibers 

have diameters in the range of [0.0050mm, 0.0100mm] [10]. Y. Fang [12] 

experimentally investigated the diameters effects associated with single glass-fiber 

filaments strength and with glass-fiber composite bending strength, and determined 

that the average strengths of single glass fiber filaments decrease from 2.52×103MPa 

to 1.81×103MPa as their average diameters increase from 0.0136mm to 0.0298mm. In 

contrast, the bending strengths of dry-state glass fiber composites reduced from 

1070MPa to 848Mpa with an average glass fibers diameter reduction from 0.023mm 

to 0.008mm. Glass-fibers which are finer than about 0.006mm become both 

physically and economically difficult to pull. Very high strength glass fiber reinforced 

material composites have fiber diameters of about 0.001mm but are yet not easy to be 

manufactured.  

It is important to have background knowledge about how a representative volume 

element (RVE) model, on which FEA will be performed, is identified and generated. 

The identification of a RVE is obvious in laminate and woven composite materials 

[13][14] due to the repeatable structure of the architecture. However, in composite 

materials with random fiber reinforcements the numerical simulation of an RVE is not 

straightforward. Similar to the RVE definition of those composites that have 

repeatable structure the RaFC RVE, of which the fiber reinforcement inclusions have 

random orientation distribution and location, additionally requires a statistical 
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representation of its characteristics. When generating an RVE, the geometry shapes of 

the second phase fiber reinforcements are generated in a fixed volume box and follow 

certain rules such as location and orientation distribution predefined and physically 

non-collision. In this thesis, the fiber reinforcements are recognized as second phase 

and different types of FRC RVE models (e.g. Uni-directional single fiber strand RVE; 

RaFC RVE) are being generated and analyzed. 

There are five key methods that have been used for numerical generation of 

composites materials’ RVEs, namely, molecular dynamics method; Voronoi 

tessellation scheme [22]; Monte Carlo procedure (mechanical contraction method); 

random sequential adsorption (RSA) method [25, 33]; and image reconstruction 

technique. One of the earliest methods had been used was based on molecular 

dynamics using an equilibrium fluid as a starting point. The shortcomings of this 

method were pointed by Williams and Philipse [15], that when two fibers approaching 

each other dominantly due to their own expansion rather than their thermal velocities, 

an elastic collision will result in a postcollision separation rate between the two fibers 

centers, which is less than the rate at which the fibers are expanding. This will result 

in the pair of fibers’ physical interfere with each other. Another novel method used by 

Hinrichsen et al [16] was to form a Voronoi tessellation around amount of 

reinforcements, which are all then moved to the center of their Voronoi cell and the 

RVE volume is reduced as much as possible until a pair of fibers came into contact 

with each other. The procedure is repeated until the RVE could no longer be reduced 

in volume.  
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Related to the Voronoi tessellation method, Monte Carlo (MC) simulations have been 

widely used in RVE generation. The MC two-step procedures start with a 

configuration with arbitrary fiber reinforcement locations and orientations within a 

large box, and rearrange their locations and orientation without accepting physical 

intersections, until the predetermined desired orientation state is reached. At the end 

of the procedure, the size of the large box is decreased toward the designated fiber 

volume fraction without altering the orientation of the fibers. The MC method has 

been widely used by Gusev and his coworkers [17-19] for studying the material 

properties of short fiber FRCs. 

The random sequential adsorption (RSA) [25,33] schemes were very popular in 

studying particle packing and generating FRC RVEs for spheres [20-23], 

spherocylinders [20,22], ellipsoids and rods [20-22,26]. During RSA reinforced fibers 

are added to the RVE region by randomly generating its location and orientation angle. 

The new fibers to be generated can not intersect with any of the previous generated 

ones. Boehm et al [20] applied the modified RSA method and achieved 15% volume 

fraction (VF) in generating metal matrix composites RVEs with random short fibers 

of aspect ratio AR=5. Fiber reinforcements are not allowed to overlap in RSA thus a 

minimum distance between any two fibers is set with regard to the side length of the 

RVE model. Geometrical periodicity is usually applied with RSA scheme to enhance 

the volume fraction number (VF). Tu et al. [21], Iorga et al. and Pan et al. [24] applied 

modified RSA algorithm and achieved RVE with AR=7 for spherical particles and 

AR=10 (with VF=13.5%) for random glass chopped fibers, respectively. It was noted 
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that the VF achievable through RSA is much smaller than that predicted by existing 

analytical models and Widom [25] refers to the phenomenon as “Jamming Effect”. To 

overcome the jamming effect, Kari et al. [26] used different sizes of fibers by 

depositing them inside the RVE in a descending manner. The largest aspect ratio 

fibers are first deposited and when reaching the jamming limit, thee next largest 

possible aspect ratio fibers in the RVE are generated. This method is also used in this 

thesis when generating RVE for single fiber strand in the RaFC material. 

 

A resent new method applied in RVE generation is the 3D image reconstruction via 

X-ray tomography and image processing technique. Some good examples on glass 

fiber reinforcement polymers (FRPs) and wood fiberboard based on the CT 

tomographic image reconstruction are presented by Redenbach et al. [27] and Faessel 

et al. [28]. The 3D fiber networks of the samples are reconstructed and generated 

based on X-ray absorption radiographs using specialized software. However such 

method for generating numerical representations of FRCs disadvantageous in that the 

obtained geometries can not be modified for different composite architectures for 

achieving better material properties, which limited its appeal. 

While the 3D CT application appears attracting for the random fiber networks, 

modeling of composites with straight fibers of fixed aspect ratio using Monte Carlo 

and RSA procedures [25, 33] were found to be reaching low fiber volume fractions. 

When the fibers are modeled as short straight cylinders with small AR lower than 10, 

the VF of the RVE is generally found to be less then 25%. For fibers with AR 20, the 
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relation between the fiber AR and the maximum achievable fiber VF was 20% as 

illustrated by Evans et al. [29], 30% by Parkhouse et al. [30], 18.5% by Toll et al. [31], 

and 27% by Williams et al. [22]. However, their results not only indicated that the 

increase of the fiber aspect ratio will result in decrease of the maximum achievable 

fiber volume fraction, but also the volume fraction as predicted by their RVE models 

are still relatively small compared to the composites used in industrial applications 

which have volume fractions larger than 40% [24,32]. 

Modeling RaFC materials with high fiber filament aspect ratios (AR>20:1) and high 

fiber volume fractions (VF>20%) in PYTHON scripting is challenging. Nevertheless, 

the PYTHON scripting language can not only access ABAQUS model databases to 

automatically establish complex geometries and apply materials properties in its CAE 

modulus, but - more importantly - is also able to merge FEM procedures within the 

programmed codes and perform FEA tests in ABAQUS Standard/Explicit 

automatically.  In this thesis, different types of FRC RVEs, for example, different 

Uni-directional FRC RVEs with various types of fibers and with VF>70% (in 

ABAQUS PYTHON); 3-D random fiber composites RaFC RVEs with straight 

cylinder fiber filaments of AR=100:1 and VF>31.8% (in ABAQUS PYTHON); 

piecewise multi-segments fiber geometries RVEs (in MATLAB); 3-D random fiber 

composites RaFC RVEs with B-Spline interpolated smooth curved fiber strands with 

AR=3000:1 and VF>40.29% (in ABAQUS PYTHON), are simulated for illustration 

purpose by taking the advantage of PYTHON scripting language programming and 

the automatic complex geometries generation in ABAQUS and MATLAB. 
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Chapter 2 

Experimental Observation and Numerical 
Simulation of RaFC material Fiber Strand RVEs 

 

A typical E-glass fiber reinforced in a polyurethane matrix random fiber composite 

(RaFC) specimen is illustrated in Fig 2-1. In order to simulate real RaFC material 

geometry and for properties testing purpose, observation on the material specimen and 

their accurate texture data are required as the first important step.  

 

The RaFC material specimen consists of random distributed fiber strands, which can 

be observed and measured clearly from the top view of the specimen in Fig 2-1. By 

measurements from top view, these randomly distributed fiber strands are statistically 

50mm (approximately 2 inches) in length and 1mm in width. The cross section shape 

of the fiber strands needs to be discussed upon the experimental observations. 
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Fig 2-1. A RaFC material specimen. Note that a fiber strand is identified by 
the black line segment with arrows, blue dash line segment shows a later 
performed cut, which is perpendicular to the strand longitudinal direction. 
Top right corner shows a 3D XTM view of a unidirectional glass-fiber strand 
with fiber volume fraction of 55%. 

 

Various experimental works have been done in observing the microstructure of RaFC 

materials via optical or electron microscope and scanner. However the characteristics 

of the composites were found to be easily altered during the necessary surface 

preparation for the microscope studies, due to unavoidable damage and removal of 

fiber filaments in the strands during the process of cutting and polishing of the 

specimen, as shown in Fig 2-2.  
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Fig 2-2: An electron microscope image of RaFC material fiber strand cross 
section. Specimen preprocessed by cutting and polishing. Note the damage 
and removal of fibers on the left corner of the elliptical cross section. 

 

To avoid this disadvantage, Cendre and Feih et al. [11] recently applied the X-ray 

tomographic microscopy (XTM) as a non-destructive characterization technique, 

which not only provides direct high resolution images of the heterogeneous materials 

bulk but also enabling the distinction of individual fibers and matrix in composites. As 

a result, the irregular fiber distribution and varying fiber diameters are easily detected 

in high resolution XTM. On top right corner of Fig 2-1 shows a 3D XTM view of a 

unidirectional E-glass composite specimen with 55% fiber volume fraction. The cross 

section (c/s) perpendicular to the fiber not only elucidates the irregular fiber 

distribution but also clearly indicates the varying fiber diameter dimensions. 

 

In order to accurately represent the geometry of the specimen to be simulated, and 

a a
b
b
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since the debonding of a whole fiber strand is not easily achievable, cross sections (c/s) 

perpendicular to the longitudinal direction of the fibers strand are examined with a 

scanning electron microscope (SEM) and appear to have elliptical configurations, as 

shown in Fig 2-2. The semi-major axis length of the cross section ellipse is defined as 

“a” and the semi-minor axis length of the cross section ellipse is defined as “b”. Note 

that the major axis of the cross section ellipse, which in Fig 2-2 as the length “2a”, is 

identical with the 1mm fiber strand width shown in Fig 2-1. 

 

Multiple perpendicular cuts with high precision and observation on the cross sections 

were performed. The cross sections texture parameters of the fiber strand were 

measured statistically. The average semi-minor axis length of the cross section (c/s) 

ellipse is statistically determined as 0.03mm; while the average semi-major axis 

length of the cross section (c/s) ellipse is 0.50mm resulting in fiber c/s aspect ratio of 

2a/2b = 16.67:1.  

 

Based on the aforementioned observation, each fiber strand (identified by black line 

segment with arrows in Fig 2-1) of the RaFC can be modeled as an elliptical cylinder. 

The normalized texture parameters of one fiber strand geometry are summarized 

proportionally as follows: the cross section shape of the fiber strand is an ellipse with 

semi-major axis length of “a” and semi-minor axis length of “b”, cross sectional 

aspect ratio of the ellipse 2a/2b =16.67:1. The length of the fiber strand (elliptical 

cylinder) equals to 100a, the width of the fiber strand equals to 2a. All fiber filaments 
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are unidirectionally aligned along the longitudinal direction of each fiber strand. 

 

The information of single fiber filaments inside the fiber strands is also required 

throughout the simulation. Fig 2-2 shows that each fiber strand has a VF of more than 

60% and contains thousands of single fiber filaments. The cross sections of these fiber 

filaments are experimentally identified as circular shape and their radiuses are 

measured and range from 0.010mm (10µm) to 0.025mm (25µm), with an average 

radius of 0.016mm (16µm). All single fiber filaments are unidirectionally aligned 

along the longitudinal/axial direction of each fiber strand. This configuration is known 

as unidirectional FRC material which has high stiffness and high strength along the 

longitudinal/axial direction of the fiber strand. The effective elastic properties of this 

two-phase FRC material are dependent on elastic properties of their constituents as 

well as the micro-geometry of the fibers which is acting as the reinforcing phase. 

Jones et al [34], Ramsteinera et al [35], Miwa et al [36], showed that different 

material configuration parameters such as fiber diameters, fiber length, fiber volume 

fraction number, and fiber distribution throughout the composite material, all play 

crucial roles for certain composites mechanical properties such as material strength 

and Young’s modulus. Moreover, in contrast to the circular cross section (c/s) fiber 

filament reinforcements, Zhao et al [37] derived the elastic moduli in terms of the c/s 

aspect ratio and the fibers volume fraction, while the cross sectional aspect ratio 

approaches zero and the fibers exist as thin elliptical ribbons. The analysis 

theoretically indicates that fibers with elliptical c/s (ribbon shape fibers) are far more 
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effective in terms of mechanical properties than the traditional circular cylinder fiber 

filament reinforcement. 

 

In order to capture the characteristics of the real material structures observed above, a 

3D RaFC fiber strand RVE (Representative Volume Element) model needs to be 

generated automatically. Based on PYTHON (ABAQUS scripting language), 

analytical geometry algorithms are developed to establish the fiber strand RVE 

material model which is related to the mentioned accurate experimental work. The 

random sequential adsorption/addition (RSA) scheme is applied. Fiber collision and 

interpenetration was not permitted throughout the process as reflected throughout the 

protocol, which is summarized in Section 2.1. The collision detection algorithms and 

a modified RSA scheme are applied to enhance the volume fraction of the RVE model 

and are discussed in Section 2.2. Finally in Section 2.3, a spatial segment shortest 

distance (SSSD) algorithm is developed based 3D space analytical geometry and a 

RaFC RVE model in 3D space is simulated. 

 

2.1. Numerical Modeling of a Single RaFC Fiber Strand RVE by RSA. 

The term Data Structure in PYTHON language is referred as the term Dictionary, the 

Array is referred as the term List. The tree data structure is applied throughout the 

algorithm. The RVE List includes multiple “FIBER” dictionaries (each “FIBER” 

dictionary includes integer, or float variables and matrices such as fiber-number; 

fiber-volume; fiber-translate-matrix; fiber-rotation-matrix), and sub-dictionaries (such 
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as fiber-type-dictionary, segment-dictionary).  

 

Two sub-dictionaries are illustrated here as examples:  

(a) fiber-type-dictionary, which includes a cylindrical-fiber-filament-dictionary with a 

final sub-dictionary of the cross sectional radius “r”, and an 

elliptical-fiber-filament-dictionary with a final sub-dictionary of semi-major axis “a” 

and semi-minor axis “b” 

(b) segment-dictionary, encompasses variables such as segment-number; part-name; 

instance-name; layer-number; and last level sub-dictionary like segments-end-points. 

The last level sub-dictionary segments-end-points are defined as spatial Cartesian 

coordinate points: }'','','{' 111 zyx and }'','','{' 222 zyx . 

 

The fiber filament lengths are identical in one fiber strand and are controlled by 

cutting or chopping either during or after production therefore are independent of the 

forming processes. A cross section perpendicular to the fiber strand longitudinal 

direction is considered as fiber strand RVE model. In order to overcome the jamming 

difficulty in generating a time effectively RVE with a high fiber volume fraction 

number, a value of 50×r is set as the side length of the squared shape RVE. In what 

follows, the protocol to generate the fiber strand RVE is described. 

(1). At the beginning of each iteration, a fiber filament with either circular c/s of 

radius “r”, or with elliptical c/s of semi-major axis “a” and semi-minor axis “b”, is 

generated along z-axis in ABAQUS. 
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(2). A random rotation matrix is generated and applied to the current fiber filament. 

Note that the current fiber along the z-axis will be randomly rotated about z-axis only. 

(3). A random translation matrix is generated and applied to the current rotated fiber 

filament. Note that the current fiber will be translated within x-y plane only. 

(4). The current fiber is filtered with the compatibility collision detection algorithm 

(Section 2.2). If any physical collision of the current fiber filament with existing local 

ones is detected, the current fiber will be either moved to the vacant space and go 

through the iteration procedure until generated, or will be simply discarded if 

overflow. Otherwise, the examined fiber filament will be generated at this new 

collision free position. 

(5). If the fiber filament is successfully generated, its volume will be calculated and 

added to the current total fiber volume within the RVE. 

(6). At the end of each iteration, the current total fiber volume fraction is calculated 

and compared to the requested volume fraction. The algorithm will continue unless it 

meets with either of the following two conditions: the current fiber volume fraction 

reaches or exceeds the requested volume fraction value; or when additional attempts 

are do not provide any meaningful improvements, that is the total iteration number 

overflows or exceeds a preset experience based value. 

(7). RVE is successfully generated. Calculate and output all necessary parameters, 

such as relations between nearest neighbor separation distance to each kind of fiber 

filament, the statistic results of volume fraction number to different fiber textures, 

fiber quantities conclusion to different fiber textures, etc. 
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2.2. A Modified RSA Scheme with Collision Detection Algorithm 

Since all fiber filaments are unidirectional aligned thus the collision situation does not 

vary along z axis, only the cross section of the RVE on x-y plane needed to be 

checked for fiber collision detection. In order to increase the efficiency of the 

algorithm, the RVE is divided into 625 second level sub-squares with each side length 

of 2×r, as shown in Fig 2-3. When the center point of the newly introduced fiber 

filament is located on the edge of any second level square, filament collision check is 

preformed to the fibers filaments located within up to four (4) neighboring squares, as 

shown in the blue region in lower right corner of Fig 2-3. When the center point of the 

newly introduced fiber filament is located within a certain second level square, the 

collision check of this fiber filament is preformed to the filaments located within to 

eight (8) second level squares around the current location, as shown in the green 

region in top left corner of Fig 2-3. 

 

 
Fig 2-3. RVE spatial division. 

25 Squares Each 
Side 
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Geometry compatibility test is performed between any two fiber filaments that are 

required to be checked for physical collision. Two different types of fiber filament 

geometry are discussed in this thesis, namely circular and elliptical cross section. 

 

2.2.1 Circular Cross Section Fiber Filaments 

In the previous considerable studies on unidirectional FRC materials, the filament 

cross section has been treated as circular shape. For circular cross section fiber 

filaments, the calculated x-y plane distance from the new filament’s center position to 

the center position of existing filament, should fit the following criterion: 

min2 drd criterion +×<=          (2-1) 

 

where mind  is the preset minimum tolerable distance between any two fiber filaments 

and r is the filament’s radius. These two fibers are either overlap with each other or 

they are too close to each other thus do not meet the requirement. In this case, the new 

generated fiber will be discarded. Otherwise, a new fiber will be generated based on 

the new collision free position. 

 

Followed the collision detection criterion, a unidirectional RVE model of RaFC fiber 

strand is generated and presented in Fig 2-4(a), with the fiber volume fraction number 

of 60%. Each fiber filament has the same radius “r” and aspect ratio of l/r = 100:1 (l: 

fiber filament length). Additionally, by applying a proper boundary conditions the real 

fiber strand configuration in the RaFC specimen can be achieved as shown in Fig 

2-4(b) and Fig 2-4(c). The shape of the RVE is described by the canonical implicit 
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elliptical equation: 

1
2

2

2

2

<+
b

y

a

x          (2-2)  

 

According to the experimental observation in the previous section, the radiuses of the 

fiber filaments are however obviously not identical. Fiber filaments radiuses in RaFC 

material range from 0.010mm (10µm) to 0.025mm (25µm), with an average radius of 

0.016mm (16µm). Based on this fact, the RSA algorithm is modified and the collision 

detection criterion of the cylindrical fibers is expressed as:  

min21 drrd criterion ++<=         (2-3) 

 

note that r1 and r2 are the filament radii involved in the collision detection.  

 

While the fiber filaments radii can vary, the volume fraction number of the RVE may 

theoretically reach 100%. A RVE model consists of fiber filaments with a variety of 

radii is presented in Fig 2-4(d) and Fig 2-4(e), with volume fraction of 65% and 70% 

respectively. 
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Fig 2-4. Unidirectional fiber strand RVEs 
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2.2.2 Elliptical Cross Section Fiber Filaments 

The shape of the fiber filaments cross sections are however not necessarily to be 

circular. When the fibers exist in the form of elliptical cylinders such that the aspect 

ratio a/b of the cross section (thickness to width ratio) is not one, the moduli of the 

fiber, thus the composite, will be different since elliptical filaments present higher 

packing capacity as well as more anisotropy. Especially when the aspect ratio 

approaches zero, the reinforcing fibers become ribbons and are being able to be easily 

processed and will have great potential applications if the calculation results of 

composite properties are superior to that reinforced with circular fibers. 

In this RVE, the fiber filament’s elliptical c/s, see Fig 2-5, is defined as a set of points 

),( YX of the Cartesian plane that satisfy the implicit ellipse equation: 

022 =+++++ FEYDXCYBXYAX ,       (2-4) 

provided that 042 <− ACB . Two collision detection algorithms are proposed. 

 
Fig 2-5. The Polygon method for elliptical cross 

sectional fiber reinforcement 
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2.2.2.1 Algorithm 1 - Polygon method: Since the semi-major axes of ellipses are 

always parallel to the x-z plane, polygons are applied to approach and replace the 

elliptical cross section for collision detection purpose. In this polygon collision 

detection algorithm, two ellipses are considered as “collision free” if the two polygons 

surrounding them are not interfere with, or included in, one another. The detection of 

two polygons can be reduced to the collision detection of the polygons’ edges. So as 

to avoid the situation in which one polygon included by another, two points in each 

polygon are picked randomly and tested to see if they exist in both polygons. Fig 2-5 

illustrates the elliptical c/s as approximated by a square; a hexagon; and an octagon. 

 

During execution of the polygon method, the algorithm’s efficiency heavily depends 

on the ellipse’s cross sectional aspect ratio a/b; in particular when a/b approaches zero, 

that is, ribbon shaped filaments, the packing efficiency is increased. Furthermore, 

employment of the polygon method results in overall reduction of the fiber volume 

(VF) in the RVE since the available space for generation of new fibers is limited. For 

instance, in the case of approximating a circular c/s filament (a/b=1) using a 

rectangular polygon the maximum volume fraction is 
4
π =78.54%. 

 

2.2.2.2 Algorithm 2 - Minimum collision distance method: The minimum acceptable 

distance between two elliptical fibers cross section is calculated according to Fig 2-6.  

In Fig 2-6, the green ellipse represents an existed fiber with center point OA. The red 

ellipse with center point OB represents the current introduced fiber that is required to 

be checked for collision compatibility. The critical value of collision distance is 
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presented as distance OAOC between the green and blue ellipses and calculated 

according to 2-D analytical geometry; note that OAOC includes a minimum tolerable 

distance between any two elliptical fibers. The collision criterion therefore is 

obviously described as OAOB>OAOC. New elliptical fiber will be generated when this 

collision criterion fits, or, will be discarded otherwise. 

 
Fig 2-6. Collision detection of elliptical fiber 

reinforcement 

 

Figure 2-4-(f) illustrates a fiber generated using the algorithm-2, the minimum 

collision distance method and RVE shape boundary condition as 12

2

2

2

<+
b
y

a
x . 

 

2.3. Numerical Modeling of Cylindrical Reinforced Fiber RaFC RVE.  

Based on the aforementioned technique, a Spatial Segment Shortest Distance (SSSD) 

algorithm is developed by PYTHON (ABAQUS scripting language) and applied in 

simulating RVEs of random chopped fiber reinforced composites (RaFCs). The 

flowchart of the process is depicted in Fig. 2-7. 

y=b×sin α 

x=a×cos α 
α 

OA 

OB 

OC 

Y 

X
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Fig 2-7 Flowchart of SSSD algorithm. 
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The SSSD algorithm calculates the 3D shortest distance between any two random and 

limited length segments in space. When calculating the coordinates of two endpoints 

on the common perpendicular segment between two fibers axes, the cylindrical fiber 

with circular c/s is defined algebraically as the solution sets of a linear system. For the 

nth new fiber in the RVE, n-1 calculations need to be performed with every existed 

fiber, that is: 

bAx <             (2-5) 

where A is a real 3n×3n matrix, b is a real 3n×1 vector and x is a 3n×1 vector 

including the information of 3D spatial point coordinates of each pair of fibers to be 

tested. Note that when the current fiber is the 103 in sequence, the coordinate vector x 

may reach the order of 104 and the element number of matrix A is at the order of 106. 

To optimizationally solve the linear system, a modified LU decomposition algorithm 

in presence of pivoting is applied: 

'........ 121121 AQQAQPPP nn =/// −−         (2-6) 

The system then can be concluded as mentioned: 

PAQA ='          (2-7) 

where P and Q are the permutation matrices and both have the properties of 

symmetric and orthogonal, this can be rewritten as: 

PbXPAQQT <        (2-8) 

The numerical solution of the linear system is then obtained by applying LU 

decomposition on the new system with A’ matrix: 

'' bLUx <        (2-9) 
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The 3D collision criterion of the fibers is similar to the introduced 2D unidirectional 

fiber strand simulation: when the shortest distance between any two spatial fibers is 

larger than a preset minimum collision free distance, the two fibers will be generated 

in the space. The RVE size is chosen based on results from previous studies for 

straight fiber RVEs with varying sizes, which suggest that satisfactory results are 

given when the ratio of RVE side length to the length of fibers is 2:1. 

 

While the industrial applications indicate RaFCs with high AR and VF, the fiber AR 

in RaFC RVEs are comparatively low in the existed research works. Boehm et al [20] 

used the RSA method generated a 15% VF RVE with short fibers of AR=5. Tu et al 

[21] also used RSA approach for fibers of AR=7:1. Pan et al [24] applied the modified 

RSA algorithm for a RaFC with fiber AR=10:1 and reached RaFC VF=13.5%. For 

fibers with larger aspect ratio AR=20, the relation between the fiber AR and the 

achievable fiber VF has been reached to 20% by Evans et al. [28], to 30% by 

Parkhouse et al. [29], to 18.5% by Toll et al. [30], and to 27% by Williams et al. [15].  

 

In this part of the thesis, all filaments in the RaFC RVE are simulated as spatial 

straight cylinders with AR=100:1 with aforementioned techniques. Figure 2-8 

illustrates a random fiber composite RVE generated with three layers of straight 

cylindrical fibers of high aspect ratio AR=100:1, and high volume fraction VF=31.8%, 

which is in the range of the values employed in industry. 
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Fig 2-8. A RaFC RVE with AR=100:1; VF=31.8% 
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Chapter 3 

Numerical Simulation of Random Chopped 
Fiber-Reinforced Composite RaFC material RVEs. 

 

3.1. MATLAB Simulation and Analysis of Multi-Segments RaFC Fiber 

Geometry. 

As presented in the aforementioned introduction, we have reached a random chopped 

fiber-reinforced composite (RaFC) representative volume element (RVE) model with 

high fiber aspect ratio (100:1) and high fiber volume fraction number (31.8%). 

However this RVE model only consists of straight cylinder fibers, which the fiber 

geometry is not quiet accurate based on the experimental observation on the RaFC 

material specimen. 

 

 
Fig 3-1. Observation of the longitudinal geometries of RaFC fibers. 
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In Fig 3-1, the microscope figures of the RaFC materials clearly show that the most of 

the RaFC reinforced fiber longitudinal axes are not straight lines. During the actual 

RaFC manufacturing process when a new fiber strand is deposited into the material 

specimen and placed on an existed fiber strand, the newly deposited fiber stand 

“bands over” in fiber longitudinal/axial direction due to resistance from contacting 

with the existed fibers underneath. 

 

Based on the previous achieved RVE model, a new RVE with new fiber geometry is 

proposed by using multiple spatial fiber segments instead of using straight cylindrical 

fiber geometries. Before translated into ABAQUS PYTHON, the new model is 

depicted by writing in MATLAB due to its great advantages in matrix manipulation. 

Evidently, the spatial displacements of fiber segments are much easier to be achieved 

in MATLAB language than in ABAQUS PYTHON, which the later one is an 

interpreted language. Several important steps of generating the nulti-spatial fiber 

segments RVE model are listed as follows. 

(1). Same previous steps of numerical modeling of RaFC cylindrical fiber 

reinforcements RVE. 

(2). Apply SSSD algorithm to detect the spatial collisions between cylindrical fibers 

and calculate the collision point coordinates on two fibers. 

(3). When collision happens, instead of getting rid of newly generated cylindrical 

fiber in the previous model, the collision point coordinates are calculated and this 

exactly point on the new fiber is “popped out” upwards to form a multi-segments fiber 
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geometry as shown in Fig. 3-2. 

(4) As long as a new segment within the fiber is generated, SSSD algorithm detections 

between this segment and all the previous successfully generated fiber segments are 

necessarily performed to avoid any spatial collision. 

 
Fig 3-2. The spatial multi-segments fiber geometry described in MATLAB 
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The step (3) mentioned above is a little bit tricky. By applying the developed SSSD 

algorithm, one can efficiently find out the collision point (if any) on two fibers. But to 

change a straight fiber into a “curved” multi-segments one in 3-D space is not that 

easy, it requires the calculation of spatial coordinates of three fiber line segments’ end 

points, which involves the spatial rotation matrix and spatial displacement matrix 

based on the original spatial fiber segments, this can be easily achieved in 2-D, but 

can be calculation resource consuming and mistakable in 3-D.  

 

To solve this problem, the detail steps in ABAQUS PYTHON to generate a “curved” 

multi-segments-fiber geometry in space are described as follows: 

(1). Generate a straight cylindrical fiber with aspect ratio 100:1 along the z axis. 

(2). Apply randomly generated rotation matrix R and displacement matrix D on the 

fiber. 

(3). Apply SSSD algorithm for collision detection, when collision happens, document 

and translate the collision location into a “ratio” on the fiber. For example: the 

collision point is at 16.8% ratio on the fiber, counted from end point 1 to end point 2. 

(4) Generate a new fiber on the z axis, where there’s a “curved” multi-segments 

geometry at 16.8% of the fiber counted from original point. 

(5) Apply the same rotation matrix R and displacement matrix D on this 

multi-segments fiber geometry. 

Thus the multi-segments geometry of the newly generated fiber is collision free in the 

3-D space. 
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Two major disadvantages of this RaFC RVE model with multi-segments fiber 

geometry are documented after multiple tests. 

 

First, the multi-segments geometry itself does not vividly describe the real RaFC 

fibers. Let’s call the “curved” part of the fiber an artificial fiber “bridge”, we create 

the fiber “bridge” by detecting collision of the cylindrical fibers, and “pop” the 

collided region upwards. Every “bridge” consists of three line segments, with two of 

them in out of plane orientation and one above segment parallel to the main 

longitudinal fiber direction. When sweeping the fiber geometry in ABAQUS, the 

cross section geometry remains perpendicular to the sweeping path during the 

sweeping process. When passing through the junction of the multi-segments, the 

discontinues of the second derivative which is the sudden change of the sweeping 

path direction leads to a sharp turn at the junction region, this can be seen clearly in 

the bottom left corner figure in Fig 3-2. This discontinues feature does not describe 

the real long continues RaFC materials fiber well, as we can see from the real fiber 

sample under the microscope bends smoothly at the previously detected collided 

region.  

 

Second, the efficiency of the algorithm becomes comparatively low while the 

fiber/segment number is increasing. Since the aspect ratio of one single fiber is 

defined as more than 100:1 according to the microscope observation, and the RVE 

side length is two times of the fiber length, every single fiber is more likely “passing 
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through” the whole RVE area and has a great chance to collide with majority of the 

previous fibers. Thus at the optimization point of view, the 3-D RVE spatial division 

similar to what have been done to the 2-D unidirectional fibers RVE does not 

necessarily bring much optimization on the algorithm but simply will be a drawback. 

Without doubt, no matter the 3-D RVE is spatially divided or not, every single 

segment in the new generated fiber needs to be run though the SSSD algorithm and to 

be compared with all previous existed segments in all fibers. When the volume 

fraction is reaching 40% the segment number is increasing rapidly for every new 

generated fiber. A statistical example, the 500th generated fiber has 50 segments along 

its longitudinal direction and every generated segment needs to do 30 times SSSD 

collision check towards all the previous fiber segments, which is 50×30×500=750,000 

times SSSD calculations for one single fiber. 

 

For the two reasons mentioned above, in a good RaFC model simulation the 2nd 

derivative of the points on the fiber longitudinal direction should be continues 

throughout the whole geometry. As a result of the mentioned geometric flaw, when 

deciding material properties such as the loading property of the whole RaFC RVE, 

these sharp turns of the multi-segments fibers geometries may introduce severe local 

stress concentrations and thus accumulatively influence the accuracy of the simulation 

work. 
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3.2. Smooth Curved RaFC Fiber Geometry: Numerical Methods on Fiber Shape 

Control Points. 

By applying the developed SSSD algorithm, we can calculate the spatial collision 

points’ coordinates and derive the control points of a smoothly curved RaFC fiber in 

3-D space. Based on the known data which is the collision points coordinates, 

multi-segments are created to simulate the fiber geometries. The disadvantage of the 

multi-segments geometry has been discussed, that a better RaFC fiber geometry shape 

would have the feature of 2nd and lower derivative continuity.  

 

To achieve this better geometry, two types of numerical methods including piecewise 

cubic polynomial interpolation and the curve fitting are introduced. 

 

3.2.1. Polynomial Interpolation. 

 
Fig 3-3. Curve fitting and interpolation of the RaFC fiber control points. 

 

As shown in Fig 3-3, the mathematical equivalent of reading between the lines is the 

interpolation on a fixed set of control points data ),( ii yx , ni ,...,1= , which are 
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calculated by the SSSD algorithm as discrete samples of the hard-to-evaluate RaFC 

fiber shape function )(xfy = . Interpolation on these data involves constructing and 

then evaluating and interpolating function, or interpolant, )(xFy = at values of xx =  

that may or may not be in the ),( ii yx data set. The interpolation function )(xF is 

determined by requiring that it pass through the control points’ data set ),( ii yx . 

 

Polynomial interpolation of the fiber shape function involves finding the equation 

of )(1 xPn− , where 

1...)( 2
2

1
1

1 ++++= −
−

−
− xcxcxcxP n

n
n

nn          (3-1) 

which is the unique polynomial of degree n-1 that passes through n known control 

point data pairs. 

 

3.2.2. Curve Fitting. 

When given the set of fiber shape control points nixfy ii ,...,2,1),( ==  obtained from 

SSSD calculation, it is often necessary to evaluate y for x values which are not in the 

original data set. 

 

In curve fitting, the approximating function passes near the data points, but usually 

not exactly through them. This feature makes the RaFC fiber geometry more smooth, 

but also raise the disadvantage that lowering the control precision. Instead of passing 

right through the control points, the fiber may passes near it and thus creates tiny 

collision with other spatial fibers.  
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In contrast to curve fitting, the interpolation function passes exactly through each of 

the fiber shape control points and thus ensures the 3-D fiber collision-free situation. In 

our simulation work, in order to form the right accurate fiber geometry we apply the 

interpolation method on a basic spline which is called cubic B-spline, mathematically 

described by polynomial functions. 

 

3.3. Smooth Curved RaFC Fiber Geometry: Mathematical Depiction of Splines. 

3.3.1. Mathematical Depiction of B-Spline. 

In order to obtain a better representation of the true geometry of RaFC continues long 

fiber, which was previously shown in Fig 2-1, the mathematical description of a 

smooth cubic B-spline shape with continues second derivative is presented. 

 

In the mathematical field of numerical analysis, a B-spline is a spline function that has 

minimal support with respect to a given degree, smoothness, and domain partition. 

The term B-spline was coined by Schoenberg and is the short form for basis spline 

[38]. A fundamental theorem states that every spline function of a given degree, 

smoothness, and domain partition can be represented as a linear combination of 

B-splines of that same degree and smoothness and over that same partition. 

 

Two types of fiber B-splines used in our work to represent RaFC fiber geometry are: 

uniform B-spline and non-uniform B-spline. A non-uniform fiber B-spline is a curve 

where the intervals between successive control points is not, or not necessarily equal, 

which means the knot vector of interior knot spans are not equal. A common form is 
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where intervals are successively reduced, interpolating control points. 

Given m  real values it , called knots, with 110 −⋅⋅⋅≤≤ mttt , a B-spline of degree n  is 

a parametric curve S , where 

2
10 ],[: ℜ→−mttS          (3-2) 

where the B-spline S composed of a linear combination of basis B-spline nib , of 

degree n : 

∑
−−

=
−−∈=

2

0
1, ],[),()(

nm

i
nmnnii ttttbPtS       (3-3) 

The iP  here are noted as the control points of the fiber B-spline geometry. Here, there 

are 1−− nm control points and they form a convex hull. 

 

When the knots are equidistant the B-spline is uniform, however in the RaFC RVE the 

control points of the fiber curves in most cases are not equidistant, thus the geometry 

we use is said to be non-uniform B-spline. 

 

Two different types of B-splines [38] are used in this thesis to represent the geometry 

of RaFC fibers.  

 

3.3.2. Mathematical Depiction of Quadratic B-Spline 

Quadratic B-splines with uniform knot-vector is the first type of B-spline used in this 

work. The basis shape function can easily be precalculated, and is equal for each 

segment. An example of quadratic B-spline shape function is presented as follows: 
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Transferred into matrix form, we have: 
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3.3.3. Mathematical Depiction of Cubic B-Spline 

In order to have full control of the fiber geometry shape, the most commonly used 

B-spline type in this research work is Cubic B-spline.  

 

A Cubic B-spline formulation for a single segment can be written as: 

∑
=

+−+−=
3

0
3,33 )()(

k
kikii tbPtS ; ]1,0[∈t     (3-6) 

where iS is the ith
 B-spline segment and P is the set of control points of the RaFC fiber 

geometry, segment i and k is the local control point index.  

 

A set of fiber control points would be: 

),,,( iiiiiii
w

i wzwywxwP =      (3-7) 

where the iw is a very important variable defined as the weight of the fiber. The weight 

is pulling the fiber curve towards control point iP as it increases or moving the fiber 

curve away as it decreases. 

 

In conclusion, an entire set of segments, 2−m fiber curves )...( 43 mSSS defined by 
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1+m control points )3,,...,,( 10 ≥mPPP m , as one B-spline would be defined as: 

∑
−

=

=
1

0
3, )()(

m

i
ii tbPtS          (3-8) 

where i is the control point number and t is a global parameter giving knot values. The 

above equation expresses a cubic B-spline curve as a linear combination of B-spline 

basis shape functions. 

 

Here is an example of a cubic B-spline applied as RaFC fiber geometry: 
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3.4. Smooth Curved RaFC Fiber Geometry: Cubic B-Spline Polynomial 

Interpolation 

Based on the introduced cubic B-spline and polynomial interpolation methods, a 

smooth curved RaFC fiber geometry can be obtained and its shape is controllable by 

manipulating and changing the shape function variables. 

 

The cubic B-spline interpolation is explained by the example below. 

Given five fiber shape control points data pairs: (0, 5.1765), (0.375, 61.1683), (0.75, 

14.7059), (1.125, 6.4824), (1.5, -2.8103), to construct four cubic polynomial lines 

through these five control points: 

32 )()()()( iiiiiiii xxdxxcxxbaxP −+−+−+= , 4,3,2,1=i   (3-10) 

whose )(''),('),( xPxPxP iii are all continuous. The interpolation of the fiber control 
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points is shown in Fig 3-4 as below. 

 
Fig 3-4. A cubic B-spline polynomial interpolation of 5 control points 

 

There are five control points on this cubic B-spline. On each control point, the 

)(''),('),( xPxPxP iii are continuous. The continuity of the 2nd derivative )('' xPi has the 

effect of coupling and smoothing the adjacent piecewise cubic polynomials, that is, 

the fiber geometry shape. 

 

As shown in Fig 3-5, 2−n equations are computed if there are n control points. 

 

Fig 3-5. A cubic B-spline polynomial interpolation of n control points 
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The RaFC fibers are at the aspect ratio of more than 100:1. For each fiber, it is 

possible to reach 20 or more control points. When reaching high number of control 

points, the cubic spline interpolation is broken into piecewise since its computational 

efficiency is higher than using a single “high degree polynomial function” to describe 

the whole curved spline. 

 
Fig 3-6. A piecewise cubic B-spline polynomial interpolation of 5 control points 

 

The cubic B-spline shape example in Fig 3-4 is broke into piecewise expression. 

32 )()()()( iiiiiiii xxdxxcxxbaxP −+−+−+= , 4,3,2,1=i               (3-11) 

transformed into detailed piecewise forms: 

32
1 )375.0(48.6)375.0(71.14)375.0(17.6118.5)( −+−+−+= xxxxP         (3-12) 

32
2 )75.0(92.4)75.0(43.120)75.0(17.49)( −−−−−= xxxxP         (3-13) 

32
3 )125.1(98.171)125.1(480)125.1(27.93238.1063)( −−−+−−= xxxxP     (3-14) 

32
4 )5.1(42.317)5.1(54.579)5.1(35.125591.1773)( −+−−−+−= xxxxP      (3-15) 
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The piecewise expression of the cubic B-spline shape is shown in Fig 3-6. Fig 3-7 

shows different interpolation methods applying on same previously used data sets. 

 
Fig 3-7. Different cubic B-spline polynomial interpolation methods effects. 

 

3.5. ABAQUS PYTHON Simulation of Smooth Curved RaFC Fiber Geometry 

using Cubic B-Spline Polynomial Interpolation 

As mentioned in the previous introduction, the cubic B-spline obtained by polynomial 

interpolation method has very good features, that its 2nd and lower derivative 

continuity and in the form of piecewise cubic polynomial, which is a good 

representation of the smooth curved RaFC fiber geometry. 

 

Combined the aforementioned numerical methods and techniques with the developed 

SSSD algorithm and implanted into ABAQUS with PYTHON language programming, 

we propose a more accurate RaFC RVE model which is a simulation of the real 

material specimens.  
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Fig 3-8 shows a polynomial interpolation cubic B-spline shape RaFC fiber sweeping 

path obtained in ABAQUS PYTHON. 

 

Fig 3-8. A polynomial interpolation cubic B-spline shape RaFC fiber 

sweeping path by ABAQUS PYTHON. 

Fig 3-9 and Fig 3-10 shows the actual curved fiber geometry by ABAQUS PYTHON. 

Note the cross section of the fiber here is still circular shape.  

 
Fig 3-9. An actual curved cubic B-spline fiber geometry by ABAQUS 

PYTHON 
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Fig 3-10. An actual curved cubic B-spline fiber geometry by ABAQUS 

PYTHON 

For fiber cross sectional geometry, instead of circular shape cross section, the 

elliptical cross-sectional fiber strands are applied in the RVE, as shown in Fig 3-11. 

The real cross sectional geometries of the RaFC material fiber strands are ribbon 

shape and the cross section geometry was presented in Fig 2-5 in the previous part of 

the thesis. 
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Fig 3-11. Elliptical cross sectional curved fiber geometry in ABAQUS 

PYTHON 

 

Shown in Fig 3-12, a RaFC RVE with the accurate curved fiber geometry is obtained 

in ABAQUS PYTHON, the volume fraction reached 40% and the aspect ratio is 

3333:1 for each single fiber filament. 
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Fig 3-12. A RaFC RVE with fiber AR=3333:1, RVE VF=40.29% and elliptical c/s 

ribbon shaped smooth curved fiber geometry by ABAQUS PYTHON
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Chapter 4 

Conclusion 

 

By experimental observation and PYTHON programming, unidirectional RaFC fiber 

strands RVEs are generated automatically in ABAQUS. When the cross sectional 

aspect ratios of the second phase reinforced fiber reinforcements are not necessarily 

one, different types of RVE models with various cross sectional shapes fibers are 

simulated automatically. The fiber volume fraction number of the unidirectional RVE 

reached up to 70%. By applying a RSA algorithm and based on the developed SSSD 

algorithm with modified LU decomposition numerical method, a 3-Dimentional RaFC 

material RVE model is simulated in ABAQUS PYTHON with straight random 

distribution and orientation fibers of high fiber aspect ratio AR=100:1 and with high 

volume fraction number VF>31.8%.  

 

By modifying the SSSD algorithm, the multi-segments fiber geometries are obtained 

in MATLAB environment. Quadratic and cubic polynomial B-spline interpolation and 

the curve fitting numerical methods are applied to the fiber shape control points which 

are calculated by the developed SSSD algorithm. Based on the multi-segments fiber 

geometries and aforementioned techniques, smooth curved fiber geometries depicted 

by cubic B-spline polynomial interpolation are obtained and different types of RaFC 

RVEs with high fiber aspect ratio up to 3333:1 and high volume fraction number up to 

40.29% are simulated in ABAQUS by PYTHON language programming. 
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This simulation work is a good support for the future discovery of mechanical 

properties of random chopped fiber reinforced composites RaFC materials. 
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